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19. Predecessor Search in Cell Probe Model - part 1

Lecturer: Jaikumar Radhakrishnan Scribe: Swagato Sanyal

In this and the next two lectures, we will study the complexity of some data structure
problems. Our goal is to use communication complexity to prove lower bounds on the
complexity of these problems. However, in this lecture we will just give upper bounds.
We will describe the cell probe model, introduce two problems in this model, and describe
algorithms for these problems. The first problem is the Dictionary Problem (static), and
the second is the Predecessor Problem. In subsequent lectures we will see lower bounds on
the complexities of these problems.

19.1 Cell Probe Model

We briefly describe the model here. Let U = [m] be a universe of size m, and let S ⊆ U
with |S| = n. An algorithm is supplied with such an S, and it is supposed to answer queries
about elements of S or even U . The set S is stored in memory in cells, each of logm bits.
The execution of the algorithm has two stages:

1. Preprocessing: On receiving S, store S in memory in some suitable form. We denote
the space used, measured in number of cells, by s.

2. Query: Given x ∈ U , return some information about x depending on the problem. Let
t denote the maximum number of memory cell probes the algorithm takes to process
each query.

The performance of the algorithm is measured only by the parameters s and t. The time
taken by the preprocessing step is not counted. In the ’Query’ step, the only thing that
is important is number of memory probes. Note that no information is carried over from
the preprocessing to the query stage unless explicitly stored in the data structure. One can
think of this as two different algorithms: one for preprocessing and one for queries.

For each S, once it has been preprocessed, the execution of the Query algorithm can
be represented by a decision tree. Given an x ∈ U , the algorithm proceeds as follows:
depending on x it chooses a memory cell and probes it (reads its contents). Depending on
the contents of that cell it probes some other cell, and so on. Let us fix S. For every x ∈ U ,
we have a decision tree. The nodes are labeled by pointers to memory cells. The root’s
label is the pointer to the cell probed first (which is decided completly by x). Each node
has a child for every possible outcome of probing the location it points to. If t is the query
complexity, then the depth of each tree is at most t.

19.2 The Dictionary Problem

In the dictionary problem, we are given an S which we need to store in memory in some
form. For each x ∈ S, we will have a memory cell in a data structure T , which contains x
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and a pointer to some memory location containing auxillary data about x. In addition the
algorithm might allocate some additional cells which will help it in processing queries.

Given u ∈ U , the problem is to find i such that T [i] = u, or report that u 6∈ S. The
objective is to simultaneously reduce s and t.

A completely naive solution is to store the characteristic bit vector of the set S in the
preprocessing phase, and answer every query with a single probe. This scheme has s = m
and t = 1.

The standard solution is to maintain a sorted array for storing S, and to use binary
search for locating elements. For this scheme, s = O(n) and t = O(log n).

We can do much better for the dictionary problem using the Fredman-Komlós-Szemerédi
(FKS) scheme from [FKS84]. It achieves s = O(n) and t = O(1). We describe this scheme
now.

Theorem 19.1 (Fredman-Komlós-Szemerédi). There exists a solution to the dictionary
problem with s = O(n) and t = O(1).

The idea is to use hashing. A first attempt would be to find, in the preprocessing phase,
a good hashing function h : [m] → [n] that maps S without collisions. The algorithm would
then store a description of h, and information about x ∈ S in the cell numbered h(x).
In the Query phase, the algorithm on input x would read h, compute h(x) and look up
that cell. An obvious problem here is that h must have a compact description (otherwise
reading h itself will need too many probes). While this may or may not be possible, we
can achieve something weaker: we can find an h with a compact description which, though
not collision-free, results in sufficiently small buckets. Then we can find, for each bucket, a
second-level hash function that is collision-free and has a compact description. Putting this
together, both the storage requirement and the number of probes will be small. We now
give the details.

We start with a claim. Pick a hash function h : [m] −→ [n] uniformly at random from
a family H of pairwise independent hash functions. For i ∈ [n], let Si be the ith bucket;
Si = {j ∈ S : h(j) = i} = h−1(i)∩S. Let Ki be the size of the ith bucket; Ki = |h−1(i)∩S|.
The claim below shows that the expected sum of the squared bucket sizes is Ox(n).

Claim 19.2. Eh[
∑

i∈[n]

K2
i ] = O(n).

Proof. ∀u, v ∈ S, let χu,v be the indicator variable of the event h(u) = h(v) over the
choice of h. Now, for each u ∈ S, Σv∈Sχu,v is the number of elements in S that u clashes
with, and is hence equal to Kh(u). Since for all u ∈ Si the sum Σv∈Sχu,v is equal to Ki,
and since |Si| = Ki, we have E[Σi∈[n]K

2
i ] = E[Σi∈[n]Σu∈Si

Σv∈Sχu,v] = E[Σu,v∈Sχu,v] =
n+ n(n− 1)/n ≤ 2n.

Now we can describe the preprocessing algorithm. For every S ⊆ [m] of size n,
Claim 19.2 guarantees the existence of a hash function h : [m] −→ [n] for which E[Σi∈[n]K

2
i ] =

O(n). Fix such an h. From now onwards we will use Ki to denote the value taken by the
random variable Ki when this h that we have fixed is chosen as the hash function. For each
i with Ki 6= 0, let Hi be a family of pairwise independent hash functions [m] −→ [2K2

i ]. If
we pick an hi randomly from this family, then the probability that hi has a collision within
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Si is at most 1
2K2

i

(

Ki

2

)

≤ 1/4. Thus there is one function hi which is collision-free within

Si. For each i fix one such hi. The algorithm proceeds as follows. Given S, it determines
h, h1, . . . , hn as above. It allocates n chunks of memory, the i-th being of size 2K2

i . Call
the i-th chunk Ci. An array of n cells is allocated, one cell for each hi. The i-th cell, say
pi, contains the address of the first cell of Ci. An additional array of size n + 1 is used to
store a description of the functions h, h1, . . . , hn. The storage required is thus O(n) for all
the chunks together (by Claim 19.2), plus whatever is required to store the functions.

The Query algorithm on input x ∈ [m] proceeds as follows: Read the description of h
and compute h(x) = i. Read cell pi and the description of hi. Adding the contents of cell pi
to hi(x) gives a location m(x). If the cell at this location does not contain x, then conclude
that x 6∈ S. If it does, then read on for auxillary information about x. The choices of h and
hi’s ensure that for every x ∈ S we are mapped to a distinct memory cell.

It remains to describe how we efficiently store and compute the functions h and hi’s.
Take H = {(ax + b) mod n : a, b ∈ [m], a 6= 0} and Hi = {(ax + b) mod 2K2

i : a, b ∈
[m], a 6= 0}. Then h and each hi can be described using 2 cells (for storing a and b) and
computable in constant time. Hence s ∈ O(n) and t ∈ O(1). This completes the proof of
Theorem 19.1.

19.3 The Predecessor Problem

For a non-empty set S, and for every x ∈ U , the predecessor PredS(x) is defined as

PredS(x) =

{

max{y ∈ S : y ≤ x} if such a y ∈ S exists
−1 otherwise

In this section we will prove an upper bound on s and t for the Predecessor Problem. We
will present an algorithm for which s = O(n logm) and t = O(log logm). This is not the
best algorithm. The best algorithm for the cell probe model is due to Beame and Fich

([BF02]), who show how to achieve s = O(n logm) and t = O(min{ log logm
log log logm ,

√

logn
log logn}).

They have shown this bound to be tight for deterministic algorithms. In the next lecture
we will see that this bound is optimal even if we allow randomization.

We use X-tries (also called van Emde Boas trees, see [CLRS09]) to design a solution.
One can think of each element of U = [m] as a logm bit binary string (which can just be the
binary representation of the element; assume that m is a power of 2). We create a complete
binary tree of depth logm, whose leaves correspond to elements of [m]. Each edge from a
node to its left child is labelled 0 and each edge from a node to its right child is labelled 1,
and the labels of the edges along the path from the root to a leaf u when concatenated give
the binary representation of u. Call this tree T . We edit this tree by deleting all leaves that
correspond to vertices not in S, all nodes that become leaves because of these deletions and
so on. Finally we have a binary tree whose leaves are exactly the elements of S. Call it
T ′. The number of leaves in T ′ is n. As in every intermediate level there can be at most n
nodes, and there are O(logm) levels, the size of T ′ is O(n logm). Note that every element
of S is its own predecessor. For an element u ∈ U \ S, let v be the deepest ancestor of u
in T that is also present in T ′. (Such a v must exist since at least one ancestor of u, the
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root of T , is in T ′.) By the construction above, v is not a leaf in T ′. Now there are two
possibilities.

1. u is in the right subtree of v in T . By choice of v, v does not have a right child in T ′,
but is not a leaf, so it has a left child. Clearly in this case the predecessor of u is the
right most leaf of the left subtree of v in T ′. In the preprocessing step we will identify
such nodes v and create a link pointing from v to the rightmost leaf of its left subtree.

2. u is in the left subtree of v in T . By choice of v, v does not have a left child in T ′. To
find a predecessor, we need to go up from v until we find a node with a left child, go
to the left subtree, and report the rightmost leaf there. So in the proprocessing step
we put a link from v to the rightmost leaf in the left subtree rooted at the deepest
ancestor of v with a left child. If there is no such ancestor of v in T ′, then we link
from v to a special node that will denote a −1 value for PredS.

Thus for each u ∈ U , once we get to the node v, we immediately obtain the predeces-
sor by following the links. Thus we must be able to efficiently find the node v, given
u. Let the bit string corresponding to u be b1b2 . . . bk where k = O(logm). Then the
path from the root to the node v we are looking for is b1 . . . bp where p = max{x ≤ k :
b1 . . . bx is the label of a node in T ′}. (Note: x = k exactly when u ∈ S.) The idea is to
perform a binary search in T ′ to identify v. If we can check whether a binary string b1b2 . . . bl
forms a path from the root to some node in T ′ with O(1) probes, then we can get to the
node v with O(log k) probes. This will give us the desired O(log logm) probe solution.

It remains to show that the search can be carried out using constant probes. We maintain
an FKS data structure for each level of T ′, storing vertices of T ′ in that level and as auxillary
information all the ppinters leaving nodes at that level. Given a vertex string b = b1b2 . . . bl,
the FKS scheme for level l tells us with O(1) probes whether the corresponding node is
there in the tree or not. If it is there, the FKS data structure also gives us the pointers
leaving from that node. So once the binary search concludes and we find the maximum x
as above, we can follow the appropriate links set up in the preprocessing step to get to the
predecessor of u.
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20. Predecessor searching problem. Part II

Lecturer: Meena Mahajan Scribe: Pranabendu Misra

20.1 The Predecessor Problem

We are given a universe U of size 2m and a subset S ⊆ U , |S| = n. For x ∈ U , define the
following functions:

Definition 20.1. predS(x) = max{y ∈ S|y ≤ x}.

Definition 20.2. rankS(x) = |{y ∈ S|y ≤ x}|.

Definition 20.3. ⊕ rankS(x) = rank(x) mod 2.

Now given S, we wish to answer queries on S. The preprocessing algorithm should store
information about S in an appropriate way so that given any x ∈ U , we can find fS(x)
efficiently, where f could be one of the above functions.

Definition 20.4. A randomized (s, w, t)ε storage scheme for fS(x) consists of
(1) a deterministic storage algorithm which takes as input S ⊆ U and outputs a data

structure T with s cells, each cell w bits long.
(2) a randomized query algorithm which, on input x ∈ U , probes at most t cells in T ,

and outputs fS(x) correctly with probability at least (1− ε).

All these functions depend on S; henceforth we drop the subscript S in predS , rankS
and ⊕ rankS for convenience. Some departures from last time: we use m for the bit size
of an element in the universe. We do not assume that the cell-word-size is m but allow an
independent parameter w.

Last time we saw an (O(n), O(m), O(1)) deterministic scheme for the dictionary problem
using FKS hashing. We also saw an (O(mn), O(m), O(logm)) deterministic scheme for the
predecessor problem, using X-tries and the dictionary solution. We also stated without

proof that there is an (O(mn), O(m),min
[

logm
log logm ,

√

logn
log logn

]

) deterministic scheme for the

predecessor problem.
In this lecture we will show that the upper bound is almost tight:

Theorem 20.5. For s ∈ poly(n), w ∈ poly(m), if there is an (s, w, t)ε randomized scheme

for the predecessor problem, then t ∈ Ω
[

logm
log logm ,

√

logn
log logn

]

.

The references for today’s lecture are [Sen03, SV08]. We will actually prove the above
theorem for the ⊕ rank function. Then we will make use of the following observation:
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Observation 20.6. If there is an (s, w, t)ε scheme for pred(x), then there is an (s +
O(n), w +O(m), t+O(1))ε scheme for rank(x). This is because for each y ∈ S, if y is the
predecessor of x, then rank(x) = rank(y). So given x we first find pred(x), and then query
a dictionary to find rank(pred(x)). And for each y ∈ S, we can use the FKS scheme for
the dictionary problem, to store rank(y).

Similarly, under this hypothesis, ⊕ rank(x) also has an (s+O(n), w+O(m), t+O(1))ε
scheme.

Let (m,n) denote the size of the universe |U | = 2m and the size of the subset |S| = n.
We carry these parameters as subscripts with the function.

To actually prove the theorem for the ⊕ rankm.n function, we will consider the communi-
cation game associated with ⊕ rankm,n. Alice has an element x ∈ U , with x = (x1, . . . , xm),
each xi ∈ {0, 1}. Bob has the subset S = {y1, . . . , yn} ⊆ U . They wish to determine
⊕ rankm,n(x) with respect to S.

Now, given a (2a, b, t)ε scheme for ⊕ rankm.n, there is a protocol for the communication
game which satisfies the following,

(a) Messages from Alice to Bob are a bits long,

(b) Messages from Bob to Alice are b bits long,

(c) Alice begins, and there are 2t rounds,

(d) The protocol errs with probability at most ε.

The protocol is simple: Bob runs the preprocessing algorithm and constructs the data-
structure T . Alice runs the query algorithm. Whenever she needs to probe a cell, she sends
the cell number to Bob, who responds with the contents of that cell in T . The randomness
can be private or public; it is required only by Alice, while running the query algorithm.

We call any protocol with these properties a (2t, a, b)A(ε,m,n) protocol for ⊕ rankm,n. A

(2t − 1, a, b)B(ε,m,n) protocol for ⊕ rankm,n is a similar (2t − 1)-round protocol where Bob

begins the communication. Note that a protocol for (m,n) is also a protocol for (m′, n) for
every m′ ≤ m.

The lower bound proof proceeds as follows. Suppose we have a (2t, a, b)Aε protocol for
⊕ rankm,n. Using round elimination we will then show that:

(2t, a, b)Aε protocol for ⊕ rankm.n

⇒ (2t− 1, a, b)B
ε+ 1

12t

protocol for ⊕ rankm

k
,n

[eliminate Alice’s first message; still OK for slightly smaller universe]

⇒ (2t− 2, a, b)A
ε+ 1

6t

protocol for ⊕ rankm

k
−log l,n

l

[eliminate Bob’s first message; still OK for slightly smaller set]

We will show that for c1 = 72 ln 2, k = c1at
2, and l = c1bt

2, each round elimination adds
no more than 1/6t to the error.

Consider the following parameters: m is any given value. Choose n = 2log
2 m/ log logm.

Set c1 = 72 ln 2, and let c2, c3 be any constants greater than 1. Choose a = c2 log n, b = mc3 .
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Let t = logm
(c1+c2+c3) log logm

. Choose k = c1at
2, l = c1bt

2. With these parameters, we can
verify that:

(1) m
k − log l ≥ m

2k .

(2) m′ = m
(2k)t ∈ mΩ(1).

(3) n′ = n
lt ∈ nΩ(1).

Then, if we repeat round elimination t times, we obtain a (0, a, b)ε+ 1

6

protocol for ⊕ rankm′,n′

for non-trivialm′, n′. For ε < 1
3 , we get a zero round protocol with error less than 1

2 . But this
means that with no information whatsoever about the set S (since there is no communication
between Alice and Bob), Alice can guess ⊕ rank(x) and be right with probability greater
than 1/2, which is a contradiction.

We now proceed to prove the round elimination theorem. Assume that the constants
are chosen as above. Suppose P is a (2t, a, b)Aε protocol for ⊕ rankm.n. We will convert P
into a (2t− 2, a, b)A

ε+ 1

6t

protocol for ⊕ rankm

k
−log l,n

l
.

20.2 Round Elimination: Eliminating Alice’s message

We will first convert P into a (2t− 1, a, b)B
ε+ 1

12t

protocol Q for ⊕ rankm

k
,n. To do so we will

use the randomized version of Yao’s lemma which states, Rε(f) = maxµD
µ
ε (f) where the

protocols Dµ
ε are randomized. We will show that for any distribution µ over (x, S), there is

a (2t − 1, a, b)B
ε+ 1

12t

protocol Q that solves ⊕ rankm

k
,n well when the inputs are distributed

according to µ. Recall that P works well for all distributions; in particular, it works well
for (m,n) distributions that somehow extend µ.

Choose any distribution µ over (x, S) where |U | = 2
m

k and |S| = n. We first design
a protocol (2t, a, b)Aε protocol Q′ for ⊕ rankm

k
,n with respect to µ. Then we adapt Q′ to

obtain Q.

The protocol Q′

Consider a run of the protocol P . Let Alice’s input be x′ = x1, . . . , xk where x′ is broken
up into blocks of length m/k, and each block xi is drawn according to µ. Let M be the
first message that Alice sends in the protocol P while using randomness R.

I(x′ : MR) = I(x′ : R) + I(x′ : M |R)

≤ 0 +H(M |R) (the input x and randomness R are not correlated)

≤ H(M)

≤ |M | = a

Therefore,

a ≥ I(x1, . . . , xk : MR)

= I(x1 : MR) + I(x2 : MR|x1) + . . .+ I(xk : MR|x1, . . . , xk−1)
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Therefore, there is a block numbered i ∈ [k] such that

I(xi : MR|x1, . . . , xi−1) ≤
a

k

That is, the first message from Alice and the public randomness together give Bob very
little information about the ith block, even if Bob knows the strings in all the preceding
blocks. Fix such an i. By definition,

Ex1=u1,...,xi−1=ui−1
[I(xi : MR|x1 = u1, . . . , xi−1 = ui−1] ≤

a

k

So ∃u1, . . . , ui−1 such that,

I (xi : MR|x1 = u1, . . . , xi−1 = ui−1) ≤
a

k

Fix these u1, . . . , ui−1.
Now we start designing Q′. Alice gets x ∈ U = 2

m

k and Bob gets a set S ⊆ U of size
n, where (x, S) are drawn according to µ. To run P , they must extend their inputs to look
like inputs to P . The idea is to embed x and S into the ith block of suitable chosen longer
strings, so as to make the first message almost irrelevant.

Bob extends his set by prefixing each element of S with u1 . . . ui−1 and suffixing it with
zeroes. That is, he constructs the set S′ = {u1 . . . ui−1y0

(k−1)m
k |y ∈ S}.

Alice constructs the element x′ by prefixing x with u1 . . . ui−1 and suffixing it with k− i
blocks each chosen according to µ using private randomness. Thus x′ = u1 . . . ui−1xxi+1 . . . xk,
where xi+1, . . . , xk are drawn according to µ.

Observe that ⊕ rankm

k
,n(x, S) = ⊕ rankm,n(x

′, S′). So Alice and Bob can now run the

protocol P to determine ⊕ rankm

k
,n(x, S). This is the (2t, a, b)Aε protocol Q′ for ⊕ rankm

k
,n.

The protocol Q

Observe that because of the way we constructed the protocol Q′, the first message M sent
by Alice to Bob contains very little information about x, i.e. I(x : MR) ≤ a

k . Since
M contains so little information about x, Bob might as well replace it with an “average”
message. This will introduce some additional error, but we can keep this within bounds
using the following:

Theorem 20.7. (Average Encoding Theorem) Let X,Y be correlated random variables
with joint distribution rx,y. Let F be the marginal distribution of Y . For any x, let F x denote
the distribution of Y conditioned on the event X = x. Then,

∑

x

Pr[X = x] ‖F x − F‖1 ≤
√

(2 ln 2)I(X : Y )

Proof. Consider the definitions of these quantities:

F (y) =
∑

x′

rx′,y; F x(y) =
rx,y

∑

y′ rx,y′
; Pr(X = x) =

∑

y′

rx,y′ .
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Define the following distributions on XY :

P (x, y) = Pr[X = x]F x(y) Q(x, y) = Pr[X = x]F (y)

The first distribution P is exactly the joint distribution rx,y. The second distribution Q is
a product distribution: imagine independent random variables X ′, Y ′ distributed according
to the marginals, and consider their joint distribution. Therefore,

LHS in Theorem = ‖P −Q‖1 ≤
√

(2 ln 2)D(P ||Q) =
√

(2 ln 2)I(X : Y )

Here, D(P ||Q) is the relative entropy or Kullbach-Leibler distance between P and Q. Recall
the discussion in Lecture 15, where it was related to the total variation ∆, which is itself
half the ℓ1 distance (Lecture 12). This gives the inequality above.

Now we define the (2t − 1, a, b) protocol Q for ⊕ rankm

k
,n, where (x, S) are drawn ac-

cording to distribution µ.
Alice gets a string x of m

k bits.
Bob gets a set S of size n.
Bob constructs S′ = {u1 . . . ui−1y0

(k−1)m
k |y ∈ S}. Bob then uses public randomness R

to construct the ”average” message. That is, using public randomness he samples Ui, . . . , Uk

according to µ, and then simulates the protocol P to generate the first message Alice would
have sent if her input were u1 . . . ui−1Ui . . . Uk. We call this the “average” message M ′.

Observe that Alice also knows M ′, because Bob uses public randomness R. Now Alice
does a ”reverse engineering” of M ′. Using private randomness, she samples Vi+1, . . . , Vk

according to µ, conditioned on the message being M ′ and Vi being x. She then constructs
x′ = u1 . . . ui−1xVi+1 . . . Vk. This ensures that Alice and Bob now have “consistent” states
with input x, S and first message M ′, and Bob still has very little information about x.

Now Alice and Bob proceed using the protocol Q′ (which itself uses P ) from the second
message onwards.

Calculating the error

Assume Alice’s input is x. Consider the following distributions on the set of first messages
that can be be sent by Alice. Let F x be the distribution in protocol Q′, and F be the
distribution in protocol Q where Bob samples an ”average” first message. By the Average
Encoding Theorem 20.7, and the choice of i, u1, . . . , ui−1,

∑

x

Pr[X = x] ‖F x − F‖1 ≤
√

(2 ln 2)I(X : MR) ≤
√

(2 ln 2)
a

k
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Hence

Pr[Q errors ] = Pr[Q errors |M = M ′]Pr[M = M ′] + Pr[Q errors |M 6= M ′]Pr[M 6= M ′]

≤ Pr[Q errors |M = M ′] + Pr[M 6= M ′]

= Pr[Q′ errors ] +
∑

x

Pr[X = x]Pr[M 6= M ′|X = x]

≤ ε+
∑

x

Pr[X = x]
1

2
‖F x − F‖1

≤ ε+
1

2

√
2 ln 2

√

a

k

For a suitable choice of k (at least 72(ln 2)at2), we will get the error to be less than ε+ 1
12t .

20.3 Round Elimination: Eliminating Bob’s message

Now assume we have a (2t − 1, a, b)Bδ protocol P for ⊕ rankM,N , where M = m/k and
N = n. Following a similar strategy as above, we will convert P into a (2t − 2, a, b)A

δ+ 1

12t

protocol Q for ⊕ rankM−log l,N
l

.

Consider any distribution µ on (x, S), where x ∈ 2M−log l and |S| = N
l .

Now let Bob’s input in protocol P be S. Partition S based on the first log l bits as
S = [1].S1 ∪ . . . ∪ [l].Sl, where [i] is the representation of i using log l bits and [i].Si =
{[i] ·y|y ∈ S′

i}. Assume that the Si are chosen according to µ. (P works for any distribution
of S; in particular, for this distribution.)

Let M be the first message sent by Bob in protocol P while using randomness R. Then,

b ≥ I(S : MR) =
∑

i

I(Si : MR|S1, . . . Si−1)

So ∃i such that I(Si : MR|S1 . . . Si−1) ≤ b
k . Fix such an i. By definition,

b

k
≥ ES1=s1...Si−1=si−1

I[Si : MR|S1 = s1, . . . , Si−1 = si−1]

So, ∃s1, . . . , si−1 such that I(Si : MR|S1 = s1, . . . , Si−1 = si−1) ≤ b
k . Fix these sets

s1, . . . , si−1.
Now the (2t − 1, a, b)Bδ protocol Q′ for ⊕ rankM−log l,N

l

is as follows. Bob and Alice

embed their inputs into inputs suitable for protocol P .
Bob gets a set S of size N

l . Bob draws sets Si+1 . . . Sl according to µ using public
randomness, and constructs S′ = [1].s1 ∪ . . . ∪ [i− 1].si−1 ∪ [i].S ∪ [i+ 1].Si+1 ∪ . . . ∪ [l].Sl.

Alice gets a string x of length M − log l. Alice constructs the string x′ = [i] · x.
Now observe that ⊕ rankS′(x′) = ⊕ rankS(x). Therefore Alice and Bob run the protocol

P on (x′, S′). This is the protocol Q′ for ⊕ rankM−log l,N
l

.

In this protocol, Alice knows the sets s1, . . . , si−1 since they are fixed. By choice of the
index i and these sets, knowing this and after getting the first message from Bob, she still
has very little (at most b/k) information about S. So if the first message is dispensed with
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and replace with an average message, the error won’t increase much. This gives the protocol
Q: As before, Alice will sample the average first message M ′ with public randomness, and
Bob will “reverse engineer” the process to sample Si+1 . . . Sl conditioned on M ′ and S.

To bound the error, as before, use the Average Encoding Theorem. For a suitable choice
of l (at least 72(ln 2)bt2), we will get the error to be less than δ + 1

12t .
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